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What is GMETA.One?

What is

?

GMeta.One is a hybrid metaverse
ecosystem with interconnecting metaverse
business development, networking, real
estate and education objectives.
The GMeta.One project is also an eﬀective bridge, bridging
our world with other hybrid metaverses, representing an
expanding network of 3-dimensional web3 worlds, with
equally expanding value in the form of increased
accessibility to additional metaverse communities in our
future network.

What is

?

A signiﬁcant part of the GMeta.One mission
and platform is founded upon education, with
another pillar rooted in networking and
business development - founded upon a
metaverse environment designed with the
technological capacity to allow individuals to
build, buy, sell, and rent metaverse real estate.

Real Estate
Tokenization
Tokenization has been a concept popularized
over the last several years. At GMeta.One we
focus on how tokenization is evolving in the
metaverse, and therefore oﬀer innovative ways
for individuals to get educated in what
non-fungible tokens are, and give them a
place to deploy them real-time.

Real Estate
Tokenization
We are bridging together education and development while
creating a fulﬁlling metaverse experience environment for:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Developers
Metaverse real estate brokers
NFT creators
Metaverse real estate owners
Virtual event hosts and planners
Ecommerce merchants & B2B oﬀerings
Newcomers to the metaverse

Real Estate
Tokenization
Real estate tokenization is a large part of our focus at
GMeta.One. We seek to teach individuals how to proﬁt and
create sustainable business models through the iteration
of the web we refer to as the metaverse. From the ﬁrst
deliberate act of creating one’s avatar, we are intentional
about giving GMeta.One platform users economic and
social power. Your avatar is an NFT - your unique digital
name and likeness deployed into the metaverse.
Tokenization is a powerful process that will be used as a
pivotal part of the future blockchain-leveraged world and
digital ﬁnance for years to come. GMeta.One platform
users will beneﬁt from that in the present and be much
better positioned for continued future proﬁts.

Real Estate
Tokenization
GMeta.One seeks to create a forum whereby social and
ﬁnancial productivity and development can occur through
bridging together new and experienced individuals within the
GMeta.One platform. Most people have no clue that they have
valuables at their disposal right this moment which can be
tokenized and deployed into a metaverse reality, where it
could gain greater real world value. Tokenization is a model
that has and will continue to be developed upon long into the
future. GMeta.One seeks to remove the knowledge barrier,
and educate individuals about what’s not only possible, but
already happening within the metaverse.

Education and Business
& Ad Marketplace
GMeta.One Academy and GMeta.One Business and
Advertising Marketplace, are both fundamental pillars of the
GMeta.One ecosystem - powered by the $GMO Token. The
GMeta.One Academy is the platform which will be deployed
to educate individuals, both new and experienced to
metaverse concepts and topics.
The GMeta.One metaverse will feature games coupled with
in-game functioning NFTs. NFTs are a huge topic, resource
and asset in the digital world, only becoming more relevant
with the introduction of tangible asset-backing.. GMeta.One
takes the NFT concept and dives in with a NFT creation lab
with focus on development plans, as well as GMeta.One NFTs
that will have staking and other proﬁt-related functions.

Education and Business
& Ad Marketplace
The GMeta.One business and advertising marketplace is our
B2B focus, as we look to provide a multitude of services
including; experienced metaverse developers, real estate
brokers, virtual event planners and hosts, NFT creators, web
designers and other metaverse-focused professionals. The
ever-expanding group of potential clients in the GMeta.One
virtual terrain may be in need of assistance requiring their
speciﬁc expertise at any given moment. The GMeta.One
ecosystem is designed to be eﬃcient in this way, bringing
together the client and service or product providers through a
meeting place which publishes contractors’ previous work to
aid in professional conﬁdence.
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The GMeta.One Team

The GMeta.One
Team
At GMeta.One our journey has been organic from the
beginning. We have a talented team of professionals
across many industries with varying degrees of exceptional
expertise and skill sets such as:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Metaverse developers
Advertisement and marketing experts
Social media managers
Cryptocurrency and metaverse educators
Management professionals
Business Experts

We came together because of a need and an
opportunity to address that need –

by furthering development into the metaverse.
Therefore, the fundamental framework for the
GMeta.One team and metaverse development has
been created to go to market eﬀectively.

The GMeta.One
Team
The GMeta.One team moves as a unit, much like the
structure of our token community, driven by the uniﬁed
whole. We move as a uniﬁed organism - the GMeta.One
professional core team, having no identiﬁed “leader”, but
instead all inherently owning our roles, thereby keeping our
professional environment positively competitive.

We are united in our quest to make GMeta.One a
name brand hybrid metaverse where individuals
and businesses go to interact, create, buy, sell,
rent metaverse assets and learn.

Andrew Colquhoun
| Head of Design

Jay Krypto | Head of
Metaverse Development

IG: andyacolquhoun

IG: jkrypto_

Andrew is GMeta.One Head designer. He is a
skilled graphic designer and
professional-quality marketing video creator.
Andy was ﬁrst introduced to crypto in 2015,
and has since been an enthusiast. This helps
him bring together skill sets in his other role
as GMeta.One brand consultant for both
online and print advertising.

Jay Krypto is GMeta.One Head of metaverse
development, metaverse consultant &
educator. An avid educator and business
developer, Jay is also part owner of the
MetaV Academy. He is experienced in
metaverse development and education. Jay
is a virtual real estate broker & contractor
himself, and teaches from an experiential
foundation as one of GMeta.One’s chief
professional resources.

Holden | Head of
NFT Department

Sylwia Bos
| Head of Social Media

IG: 1800gotNFTs

IG: thebossway_

Holden is Head of NFT department, with
experience on the back-end of the supply
side of NFT market, as an experienced
designer. Holden is a 3D animator and NFT
designer, with specialties in Blender
Creation for modelling & animation, and
Unity for game design. Holden is the
experienced - All things NFT chief of
GMeta.One.

Sylwia is Head of GMeta.One social media.
She has an extensive history coaching
others, as Sylwia is a seasoned
entrepreneurship and business life coach.
That and Sylwia’s experience as a designer,
social media manager and business coach
equate to her invaluable contribution to the
GMeta.One team.

Jorge Frias
| Head of Support

Baba K
| Head of Distribution

IG: opadrinho

IG: gﬁxng

As a specialist in international
communication, network and
cryptocurrency trading, Jorge is well
qualiﬁed as GMeta.One Head of support.

Baba is an entrepreneur, international
networker, motivational speaker and CEO at
Bitrrence Academy. His experience and skills
come together to oﬀer immense value to the
GMeta.One team and project.

Matilda
| Head of Expansion

Miguel Salvador
| Head of Finance

IG: matilda_giwa

IG: miguel.cryptos

Matilda, Head of Expansion, is an
experienced legal practitioner and
professional multi-level marketing
consultant. Her knowledge and experience
in legal infrastructure and scaling, gives her
just what GMeta.One needs to expand.

Miguel is an active cryptocurrency trader
and collector with proﬁciencies in advanced
technological and multinational business. As
GMeta.One Head of ﬁnance he brings the
professional background and experience
needed to manage the ﬁnancial health and
interest of GMeta.One.

Richmond
| Head of Operations

Thahir | Head of
Web Development

IG: emitvibes

IG: _thahir_hussain_

Richmond has an array of professional
experience that gel into extremely qualiﬁed
as GMeta.One Head of Operations. He is an
experienced expert in online business
development and smart contract architect
and creator.

Thahir is an experienced web developer
with just under 2 decades of time in the ﬁeld.
He is co-founder of Husty Designs and
highly qualiﬁed GMeta.One Head of web
development.

Yaseen | Head of
Blockchain Development
IG: yaseen_a_h
Yaseen is an experienced smart contract
DAPPs developer and creator, and
co-founder of Husty Designs. He brings his
background and experience to GMeta.One
as Head of Blockchain development.
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What makes
GMeta.One diﬀerent?

What makes GMeta.One
diﬀerent?
Where virtual becomes reality - GMeta.One seeks to be a bridge between the GMeta.One
world and other metaverses. We have unique oﬀerings with our GMeta.One NFT proposition
and other utilities in our ecosystem, like the GMeta V Academy educational portal and the
business and advertising marketplace, but the bridges we create between metaverses as
well as contractors to clients - truly distinguishes us from any other cryptocurrency project.

Tokenization
The real world tokenization capability
in the GMeta.One platform also
distinguishes us from others. The
bridge between physical and
ecommerce businesses and the
metaverse is established within the
GMeta.One landscape, giving an arena
to operating businesses and brands to
advertise and sell products and
services within the GMeta.One virtual
3D world.

P2E Games
The P2E games in our roadmap will
bridge together in-game NFT
functionality and use-case - “tethered”
to the 3D world. The tokenization of real
estate and other property will be a
ﬁrsthand experience on the GMeta.One
platform, having attached to it, our
educational model which has been
designed to teach individuals how to
use the process of tokenization to add
value to the metaverse and their own
crypto wallets.

Create and sell NFTs
NFT Creators come together with newly-educated and
even more experienced users to tokenize items and
move them into the metaverse through the blockchain
environment provided by the Binance Smart Chain.
Developers can be contracted to make wearables,
unique to and for GMeta.One platform users.
At GMeta.One we’ve put together a team that will
stay committed to the task at hand, making
GMeta.One the hybrid metaverse where anyone
can go to learn and begin to engage with
metaverse technology, all while realizing
potentially proﬁtable means that they
themselves can beneﬁt from in real-time.
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The metaverse
environment
In 1992 Neal Stephenson presented the concept of humans
interacting through avatars in his science ﬁction novel Snow
Crash. This was the ﬁrst ever mention of the metaverse. The
idea of humans interacting in a world that was diﬀerent, yet
attached to the real world, was portrayed for the ﬁrst time for
the human mind to perceive it, drawn out in literature through
Mr. Stephenson’s novel.
The 3D metaverse world has been captured and used in
web3 development for games like Decentraland and The
Sandbox. Gaming has leveraged the metaverse for
development the longest, while metaverse music videos have
been deployed on platforms such as Audius and Opensea.
The metaverse is just beginning to be innovated, as it is still
not fully cultivated for its potential use-cases - yet.

Ready
Player One
The Oasis was the name of the virtual metaverse
in Steven Spielberg’s 2011 adaptation of Neal
Stephenson’s Snow Crash. The Oasis is the
representation of what the metaverse is. The ﬁlm Ready Player One - depicts the 3D world
accessible through the goggles in this case, as a
world in which real people interact through
avatars real-time. GMeta.One takes the metaverse
technological design and builds upon it by
bridging professionals together in a social
network and environment.

The metaverse
environment
The metaverse, and GMeta.One in particular, thrive from
engagement, which is why event planning is a relevant topic
that GMeta.One covers in development plans. Metaverse
event planners and those looking to throw virtual
experiences, are also brought together in the GMeta.One
platform.
All in all, the metaverse has with it, enormous potential that is
both being cultivated, and simultaneously not yet even begun
to be fully comprehended or discovered due to its wonderful
complexities with all of its tremendous opportunity for
consistent growth and advancement.
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Virtual Land
The topic of virtual land has been investigated,
researched and explored much more in recent
times, than ever before. Real estate in the
3-dimensional physical world was once viewed by
many, to be the only way to acquire an asset base
due to its value - largely created and established by
scarcity due to demand. Demand, of course, is
impacted by the perception of value by others.
The metaverse reality is now being developed
further, and naturally, as attention towards it
increases, so does value. Development into the
3-dimensional metaverse is causing value to
increase and demand for virtual land and property
is becoming more competitive, as individuals and
businesses build more in the metaverse reality.

Virtual Land
The GMeta.One platform has inherent
functionality as a NFT creation and deployment
apparatus with tokenizing ability built into it. On
the GMeta.One platform individuals can create
digital assets with the help of metaverse
developers right there at their ﬁngertips via the
business and advertising marketplace.

Virtual land and property is becoming
increasingly valuable. The GMeta.One
platform not only helps individuals to
become educated about this
empowering artistic process, but also
gives leverage to access the ﬁnancial
beneﬁts attached.
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Somnium Space
VR Worlds
Another unique development at GMeta.One is our somnium
space virtual world, which gives users the ability to purchase
75 MB programmable VR blocks to build their own virtual
instances. Somnium space (CUBE) is an Ethereum
blockchain-built virtual reality application, allowing for the
creation, development and trading of digital worlds and VR
NFTs.
The GMeta.One somnium space enables Individuals and
groups to develop an entire VR experience from their own
creative faculty. The somnium space and GMeta.One vision
for individuals to monetize within the web3 environment
aligns, as the small worlds connected to the larger somnium
space VR iteration enables just that - monetization.

Monetization
in the VR space
GMeta.One provides these small worlds, built on the ethereum-based platform,
as an avenue whereby the creativity of others is introduced to a larger collective
virtual world to render a more valuable VR experience. We believe that the ideas
and innovative eﬀorts of others can and will come together to create and build a
world of increased value and worth.
When individuals are given the tools needed to express their
creative models and ideas on a shareable, interactive platform, our
world gains value. Somnium space cubes VR building-blocks are a
perfect tool. GMeta.One leverages the fusion of simpliﬁed VR
coding and the blockchain environment, to create a collaborative
world made up of smaller, individual ones. This enhancement to
the GMeta.One ecosystem is truly valuable for the community of
holders and those desiring to monetize the metaverse world.
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GMeta.One
Cryptovoxels
GMeta.One platform utilizes the
ethereum-based cryptovoxels, an actual
metaverse world in which land and building
blocks - known as voxels - are used to
develop stores and art galleries to conduct
business in the metaverse. GMeta.One has
space and voxels available for sale to
platform users, who wish to build their own
stores and virtual business locations on land
in the larger GMeta.One VR collective.

GMeta.One
Cryptovoxels
The creativity of the collective GMeta.One community is a
valuable asset on which we intend to build. Our virtual world is one
which has been created and designed for everyone to realize their
business and creative pursuits, through the developing metaverse
space. Cryptovoxels are designed to be a turnkey of sorts,
seamlessly integrating the collaborative business model
underlying the multi-layered GMeta.One utilities-ecosystem.
It is our vision that over time, the value added to the GMeta.One
virtual community will evolve into a completely dynamic one
oﬀering a wide range of highly useful, and innovative products and
services in the virtual metaverse landscape. Cryptovoxels is a key
component helping us to fulﬁll that mission of creating and raising
real value. In this way, the GMeta.One community will perpetually
rise in real world value and its monetary equivalent.
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The GMeta V
Academy
The GMeta V Academy will feature
educational curriculums in four main
categories to start. Curriculums in the most
popular subjects around the metaverse
build out will ensure GMeta V Academy
students get the most useful information
and knowledge available for speedy
transition from newbie to interacter.

Virtual Real Estate
Our GMeta.One virtual real estate curriculum will help individuals learn all about the metaverse real estate
industry and how to interact in order to begin acquiring, and creating a proﬁtable virtual real estate portfolio.

Virtual Event Planning
The GMeta V Academy curriculum for virtual event planning is designed to teach students the landscape
of the metaverse event planning and hosting business climates, as well as tools on how to engage. As more
businesses and individuals are hosting major events and experiences on the virtual front, this is a highly
useful curriculum we oﬀer through our GMeta V Academy. We are pleased to provide an opportunity for
students with focus and emphasis on monetizing the information learned in the GMeta V Academy virtual
event planning curriculum, to be able to do so.

Virtual Ad Space
Our GMeta V Academy curriculum for virtual ad space is also an extremely practical curriculum oﬀered on
our educational platform. The virtual advertising and promotional value proposition is becoming
increasingly attractive to everyday individuals, as independent contractors, small, medium and large-sized
businesses and corporations are running to developing-metaverse landscapes in order to gain competitive
advantage by tapping into the space where many more are turning their attention to literally by the day.

NFT Portfolio Development
The NFT industry accounted for close to $30 billion in sales in 2021. The GMeta V Academy oﬀers a course
on NFT Portfolio development. Many people know or at least have heard about the value potential of
NFTs, but with so many diﬀerent types of NFTs, some with multiple use-cases, and some having literally
none at all, what are some of the key indicators that suggest an NFTs value?? The GMeta.One NFT portfolio
development curriculum is designed to help students learn about new NFTs with potential. In the
GMeta.One NFT portfolio development curriculum we provide exclusive content, virtual events and live
training for students to learn eﬃciently and eﬀectively.
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Our Objective
At GMeta.One we’re focused on making the metaverse more
comprehensible and navigated by individuals and creators
alike. We accomplish this through the GMeta.One platform
itself which is designed to provide all of the live metaverse
features, with the added unique use-case of GMeta.One - to
help bridge together other metaverses.
The GMeta V Academy platform lays out the fundamentals in
order to reconstruct the mountain-like view the metaverse
appears to many newcomers as. Our academy makes large
concepts smaller to build the conﬁdence of the student, who
we envision eventually becoming one who interacts with the
metaverse conﬁdently and is able to realize value through it.

Connecting clients and
contractors
Our objective to build and connect is also accomplished through the
GMeta.One ecosystem, on an alternate, but parallel GMeta.One
platform. We connect contractors who work in capacities already
actively building and working within the metaverse, with real-time
potential clients, through our marketplace. The GMeta.One business
and advertising marketplace is one that links the 2 parties together,
making it an organically valuable forum - each end already actively
searching out the other.
Our user-focused objective, beyond education and development, is
satisfaction and a completely positive user experience. The means by
which we measure this success are certainly tied to monetization of
some sort within GMeta.One, and the metaverse in general.

User monetization
The games that will be on the GMeta.One platform, NFT games, staking, NFT creation,
real estate tokenization, metaverse land rental, and so much more from our GMeta.One
ecosystem, are all existent to help realize the goal of monetization in some or multiple
mechanisms we have designed.
We strive to share through means like our 100% presale with massive giveaways framed
around referral contests. We decided to harness the power of networking, allowing
GMeta.One investors to proﬁt in another way - by winning one of hundreds of NFT
giveaways we decided to do as part of our presale promotion. The GMeta.One live
presale features giveaways to top referrers, team builders, holders, and team
contributors.
The $GMO Token will power the ecosystem - a community driven token which will help
sustain the growth of the GMeta.One platform. $GMO will be used for NFT games, NFT
purchases, educational platform access, metaverse purchases, and all things GMeta.One
related. This enables our ecosystem to be self-sustained and continually rise in value, as
the GMeta.One world is collectively developed by holders and developers.
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The Presale
Our $GMO presale is live and to show just how serious we are,
we’re giving away:
3 Dodge Challenger SRT Hellcat Widebodys
5 pairs of Oculus Quest 2’s
200 GMeta.One NFTs
300 rare GMeta.One NFTs

The Presale
A major incentive we built into the promotion is the
Match Bonus which gives referrers:

100%

token match paid
for direct, or level
1 referrals

50%

token match on
level 2 referrals

We are the ﬁrst DeFi project to oﬀer the 50% match bonus for level 2 referrals. We
wanted to give a massive thank you for the referrals with a clear gesture, and the
matched referral was a way to do that in combination with other giveaways.

Dodge SRT Hellcats, Oculus Quest 2s
and rare GMeta.One NFT Giveaways
There are 4 categories that we chose to stage our giveaways around. The top 10 in each category from
each round will win a free GMeta.One NFT. The categories are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Team builders, who get credit for the number of team members they recruit on levels one and
two
Top recruiters, who get credit for direct referrals
Top team contributor who is responsible for actively recruiting the most invested capital in the
GMeta.One presale rounds
Highest investors, who are the individuals that invest the most into GMeta.One in each of the 5
presale rounds.

It is important to note that the token price increases with each round since fewer tokens remain after
each closure.

Dodge SRT Hellcats, Oculus Quest 2s
and rare GMeta.One NFT Giveaways
The top 10 winners from each round get NFTs, and the top 10 overall from the
leaderboard will receive free rare GMeta.One NFTs, which will be eligible for lifetime
staking rewards into a staking pool initially funded with $300,000, and continuously
replenished by all transactions throughout the GMeta.One ecosystem. Percentages
from token buys and sells, future NFT sales, future blockchain games, buying, selling
and renting of land in the metaverse, and all of the other expanding GMeta.One use
cases will go into the staking pool funds for NFT stakeholders to earn from. The 5
rounds we planned will provide individuals with ample opportunities to win.

Dodge SRT Hellcats, Oculus Quest 2s
and rare GMeta.One NFT Giveaways
We decided to give the ﬁrst 300 individuals to invest $10,000 or more into GMeta, a
complimentary rare VIP NFT which gives the holder exclusive access to GMeta.One
platinum membership and an opportunity to win 1 of 3 Dodge Challenger SRT
Hellcats! We wanted to show our appreciation and seriousness about this being a
community driven token and project. We are committed to our holders and
GMeta.One community.
The GMeta.One platinum membership will include a VIP pass to all GMeta.One
events, priority access to our GMeta.One NFT virtual land sale, priority to all
GMeta.One priority pools, including staking, VIP access to GMeta.One clubs
worldwide, early access to our academy, and a single exclusive metaverse
advertising slot on a GMeta.One parcel of your choosing.
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GMeta.One NFTs
We developed the GMeta.One NFT
proposition to be second to none. Our NFTs
will have staking opportunities, along with
$GMO token-staking on our unique staking
oﬀering. GMeta.One NFTs will be able to be
bought and sold in the NFT marketplace,
accessible to the larger metaverse
ecosystem. Creators will have the ability to
display their work for all potential buyers to
see. GMeta.One NFTs will also have valuable
in-game features within the operation of P2E
games in development.

Avatar Creation
Laboratory

NFTs with in-game
P2E function

We have an entire avatar creation
laboratory where individuals will be
able to tokenize their own one of a
kind avatar and deploy into the
metaverse. Unique GMeta.One
avatars will be turning heads in the
GMeta.One virtual web3 world.

Our P2E games with NFT utility,
staking pool, buying and selling, are
the fundamental use cases for our
GMeta.One NFTs. We will continue
to develop upon our current
foundation, with our earnest
dedication being devoted to the
expansion of the GMeta.One
ecosystem.
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Competitor Analysis
On October 28, 2021 Facebook
parent company rebranded to
“Meta.” Plenty of talk and hype
has surrounded the metaverse,
which has simultaneously raised
competition around the
expanding technology.
The metaverse is wide open for
innovation and business
development, not yet even
close to approaching mass
public adoption, which gives its
market capitalization a
tremendous amount of upside.

Facebook rebrand and the
other meta competitors
Next to Facebook - Apple, Google, Microsoft and Sony are all
recognized heavy hitters in the metaverse-competition
landscape. Facebook has been acquiring small VR gaming
studios all over for the last 2 years, and is reported to have
spent upwards of $10 billion on metaverse development alone
last year. Microsoft spent $69 billion on a cash acquisition of
computer software and VR gaming company Activision.
Apple, Sony and Google all have spent billions in research,
development and acquisitions. The competing tech-focused
major corporations are all expected to release VR and AR
gaming devices in the near future.

GMeta.One fulﬁlls a need in
metaverse development
GMeta.One occupies a space with a use case that can truly beneﬁt
from this competition, with our wide range of oﬀerings. The
GMeta.One educational focus of our ecosystem, provides our platform
with a built-in onboarding to our ecosystem. The way that GMeta.One
shows users how to engage in the metaverse and then deploys them
after developing a good fundamental knowledge base, allows
GMeta.One to assist in the work of majors like Facebook and others
developing deep into the web 3 space.

VR Gaming
VR and metaverse game platforms have accounted for billions in market
capitalization. Decentraland leads the pack around $4 billion, while The
Sandbox sits around $3 billion currently. Other current industry leaders
Division Network, Somnium Space Cubes and Netvrk account for over $300
million in market cap between the three.
With the metaverse projected to experience almost 70% growth in 5 year
period from 2019 to its anticipated market value in 2024, GMeta.One is in the
perfect space, and holders along with platform users alike, who must hold
and trade the $GMO Token within the GMeta.One ecosystem, will experience
the beneﬁt with its anticipated future rise in value as the metaverse becomes
more popularized and socially interacted with.
The expansion available in the metaverse is truly great. Its economic potential
is immense, as the metaverse represents a digital, virtual location where
avatars of real humans can engage in the 3D world with the ability to do and
experience most of what is experienced outside of it in the physical one.

Metaverse revenue growth
Data showed metaverse
related revenue was around
$500 billion in 2020, and has
been quoted by Bloomberg, to
be at potentially around $800
billion by 2024. As this is being
written, 10 months ago a piece
of land that cost around $1,000
USD equivalent in ETH on
Decentraland or The Sandbox
now goes for around $11,000 in
ETH. This should give an
accurate picture of the rate of
growth being experienced in
the developing metaverse
world.

The competitive landscape for metaverse development is
certainly anticipated to increase, but the GMeta.One model allows
the leveraging of increasing metaverse utility. Just about every
major and sub-industry is looking towards or actively building in
the metaverse space already. The virtual 3D world allows
enhancements is:
Real Estate
development and
sales
Live Events
Entertainment
and Arts

Retail and
ecommerce
Healthcare
Education
Business Operations

Metaverse
revenue growth
The implications of the 3 dimensional building blocks in the web 3 space allow
for inspections, more in depth reviews, life-like interactions, to include the
reading of facial expressions and body language where employers can manage
employee interaction in a virtual environment without needing to be physically
present.
As more businesses and industries move to establish metaverse environments
with its parcel building-blocks, the value and representative market cap and
volume will naturally rise alongside the increase in entities and attractors. The
GMeta.One ecosystem is positioned perfectly to increase in value along with
the value of our native $GMO powering it.
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$GMO Token
$GMO is the power to the GMeta.One ecosystem.
Everything from paying for educational courses
on the GMeta V Academy platform, to buying
land in the GMeta.One virtual world, and all things
GMeta.Onerelated are powered by our native
$GMO cryptocurrency, built and deployed on the
BSC, with its fast transaction speeds and
industry-low gas charges.
We built the tokenomics of $GMO to hold and
gain value with the expansion and future
adoption of the GMeta.One platform by new
users for years into the future.

$GMO Token
40%
of the total $GMO supply will
be burned

The total
$GMO supply
is 1 trillion

20%
Global Presale

30%
Marketing and Development

10%
Liquidity

$GMO Token

1%
Buy and Burn
$GMO
token tax
is 2.5%

1%
Dev/Marketing

0.5%
Staking

$GMO Token
We are looking to raise

$5 million
with our global presale and portions prior to launch,
to ensure that we lock $2.5 million in liquidity,
and dedicate $2.5 million to metaverse land purchase and development
to oﬀer to the GMeta.One community - for ownership and development
into the future.
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Why the BSC?
We decided to launch the GMeta.One project and
$GMO native token on the Binance Smart Chain for a
number of reasons. The popular Ethereum-built BSC
network establishes a high level of design
speciﬁcations which allow for supreme security, while
drastically reducing the gas charges incurred.
The Binance Smart Chain has a high throughput,
giving the network the ability to carry large amounts
of data in short amounts of time, which inherently
gives a faster user experience with enhanced design
capabilities for developers. The GMeta.One build out
greatly beneﬁts from these, and other Binance Smart
Chain network features, helping the ecosystem to
operate eﬃciently, with the open-source BSC design
always allowing for improvements into the future.

Why the
BSC?

Interoperability
The GMeta.One project will bridge to other networks,
fundamentally - Ethereum. The Binance Smart Chain
Ethereum-compatible smart contracts built on the network
make for high interoperability, as the dapps on the BSC can
communicate with other networks with little to no friction.
The independent Binance Smart Chain blockchain is a
dual-architecture design - the Binance Chain and Binance Smart
Chain parallels, having with it, native interoperability which allow
seamless integration and communication with other blockchain
networks. GMeta.One will depend on this ease in interoperation
down the road as we look to interact with ecosystems existent
on other networks in the future.

Why the
BSC?

Speed and
Eﬃciency
Due to the combined Delegated PoS (Proof-of-Stake) and PoA
(Proof-of-Authority) consensus model used by the Binance
Smart Chain, transactions are validated in a matter of seconds,
allowing a faster experience on the network. GMeta.One,
platform users, and $GMO Token holders all beneﬁt from the
faster transaction speeds on the native Binance Smart Chain
blockchain network.
The eﬃciency provided by the Binance Smart Chain is achieved
through the dual-system Binance Chain/Binance Smart Chain
build-out, making it a highly adaptable, fast network, possessing
massive throughput capability. GMeta.One platform engagers
will beneﬁt from a smooth, seamless user experience, allowing
high amounts of data to be transmitted constantly and rapidly.

Why the
BSC?

Heightened
Security
The security on the dual-consensus BSC network is also
heightened due to the proof of stake and proof of authority
system. The proof of authority design catches many would-be
attacks attempting to damage the integrity of the blockchain
network, such as 51% attacks which look to disrupt the
consensus-dependent blockchain network, and Byzantine
attacks which look to intentionally block node consensus in the
BSC proof-of-stake network. GMeta.One beneﬁts from the
increased network security provided for on the ethereum-based
independent blockchain.
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Beneﬁts of the Polygon
blockchain network
Polygon is a multi-chain
blockchain network, built with a
level 2 framework on the
Ethereum blockchain. The
Polygon network is known for its
highly compatible dapps. That
and its high interoperability have
made it a preference for many
developers and NFT creators.

Built for Interoperability
and Expansion
Polygon is a 4 layer network, consisting of an ethereum layer, security, polygon
networks, and execution layers. The broad architecture and wide build of the
polygon multi-layer blockchain design, creates an environment in which developers
can build dapps on the polygon network that communicate easily with other
blockchains.
Polygon was developed to expand some of the throughput, speed, and
interoperability limitations of the ethereum network. It gives the beneﬁts of the highly
secured ethereum network, with its smart contract capability, while allowing for a
bridge oﬀ of the network for interoperation with others.
GMeta.One will beneﬁt from the highly used and interoperable Polygon network
parallel. The network architecture is built for speed and interconnectivity, making it
advantageous for GMeta.One to coexist with it and other networks.
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Beneﬁts of the
Ethereum Network
The ethereum blockchain was introduced to
the public for the ﬁrst time in 2015. Until then
Bitcoin ruled the blockchain and
cryptocurrency space. Ethereum made
distributed application technology a reality.
Dapps engage in peer-to-peer
communication on the backend, unlike the
Bitcoin blockchain network which is
centralized software application science.

Smart
Contracts
The Ethereum network birthed the smart contract, made possible by distributed
applications (dapps). The layer 2 capability of the ethereum network and the smart
contract building blocks provides ethereum developers what they need to create
interoperable dapp software applications which function in distributed, or multiple
environments at the same time.
The distributed application architecture is a favorable system for developers looking
to beneﬁt from the security of the ethereum mainnet and scalability, evidenced by
networks like Polygon, built on ethereum, which is the base network for highly
sophisticated and secured build-outs like the Open Sea NFT Marketplace.
GMeta.One will be accessible to the large ethereum network users, and the 1 million
plus daily transactions going through the main network as ETH.
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GMeta.One Roadmap
Presale Dapp goes
live to raise
$5,000,000

First Version
GMeta.one website
launched

Hire major crypto
marketing ﬁrm Coinpresso

GMeta.One
whitepaper ﬁnished
and released

GMeta.one revamped
website, with
optimised content

GMeta.one
partnerships and
mainstream
marketing

GMeta.One Roadmap
$GMO launched on
Binance Smart Chain
Network

$GMO Bridge to the
Ethereum Network

GMeta.one Staking
Portal Launched

GMeta.one Swap
Portal will become
available

GMeta.one Special
NFT Showcase
(Staking Rewards
Opportunities)

GMeta.one P2E
Gaming Platform

GMeta.One Roadmap
GMeta V Academy
Launch - Learn how
to buy, sell, rent,
broker, and contract in
the metaverse

GMeta.one Metaverse
Gaming Platform

GMeta.one Metaverse
Buy/Sell/Rent Portal

GMeta.one Metaverse
Marketing Platform

GMeta.one Metaverse
Advertising Platform
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Marketing plans
We have massive marketing plans already in action at GMeta.One. From just beyond our idea and legal
inception, with accompanying business registration, we aligned with major crypto marketing agency
Coinpresso for expert target marketing of GMeta.One for:
●
●
●
●

Promotions and Giveaways
Targeted content marketing including press releases, blogs, and articles with premier crypto and
ﬁnance publishers
Search Engine Optimisation audit, assessment and strategy for web pages and link building
AMA and interview bookings

We are addressing marketing and promotions with the utmost attentiveness and strategic deployment of
well planned promo schemes that accurately articulate the GMeta.One ecosystem, project and underlying
mission and purpose.
Target marketing assists us on ﬁnding the best audiences for our platform - engaging with those readily
looking for opportunities such as the ones provided within the GMeta.One platform and ecosystem
oﬀerings.

Marketing plans
We have a traditional press strategy through our
marketing partner, including regular updates and
news releases to major platforms such as
●
●
●
●

●
●

Cointelegraph
Yahoo Finance
Social media campaigns on Twitter,
Instagram, Reddit, YouTube and Facebook.
We are also actively seeking inﬂuencers
who we feel best match up with the
GMeta.One purpose and brand identity.
We will actively promote on
CoinMarketCap.
We will promote on CoinGecko.

The GMeta.One business and advertising
marketplace will also use the leverage of
networking, as listed businesses and contractors
will organically draw more eyes and ears to the
GMeta.One virtual world, as this form of organic
advertising has been put into the GMeta.One
plans to give us an advantage in organic
adoption, tapped into by oﬀering a uniquely
valuable proposition which speaks for itself and
draws more individuals looking to learn about the
metaverse and its huge potential.
As we grow and cultivate the GMeta.One
ecosystem, more advertising and marketing
speciﬁcs will be determined and published for the
ediﬁcation of our future platform users and $GMO
Token holders.
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The 3 Pillars
We align the GMeta.One platform to three key pillars. The 3 pillars in the
GMeta.One business process ﬂow allow us to meet customer and
business needs in the interest of sustainable growth and development of
the GMeta.One ecosystem, metaverse environment, and user network.

Prospect and
Marketing

Sales and
Retention

Fulﬁllment and
Results

Prospect
and
Marketing

These make up the 3 pillars which frame the GMeta.One system.
Prospect and marketing covers our focus on continuing to grow
the GMeta.One community, client and customer base, all by way
of continued promotions. As we perpetually promote and market
the GMeta.One community and ecosystem, through SEO,
content marketing, and various strategic mainstream marketing
methods, we expect to continually infuse the GMeta.One
platform with new users and businesses and independent
contractors - adding users to the top of the funnel on a
consistent basis

Sales and
Retention

Our dedication to sales and retention is realized through our
constant professionalism and commitment to excellence. The
GMeta.One focus is use-case development supported by
capable professionals. Sales and retention are an important pillar
for us at GMeta, allowing us to stay engaged and attentive to
prospects, while demonstrating to them why they should do
business with the GMeta.One team and virtual landscape.

Fulﬁllment
and Results

Our commitment to fulﬁllment and results at GMeta.One is driven
by our strong belief in customer satisfaction as a necessary
component to the success of any business model. At GMeta.One
we seek to intentionally add value to our ecosystem by
constantly giving attention to ever-evolving customer needs and
desires, while having a committed eﬀort to not only meet, but
exceed them.

The 3 Pillars
The 3 GMeta.One pillars help to keep us engaged in
meaningful activities with a target to have a top
notch user experience by understanding and
answering the needs of our business clients and
metaverse users, and working to go beyond a step
beyond answering their expressed needs. As we
exceed business and end-user expectations at
GMeta.One, all while oﬀering an excellent metaverse
environment and experience, we will make the
GMeta project and ecosystem even more
successful and sought after by metaverse users,
business developers and advertisers.
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Security
Security is of the utmost priority for us and serious cryptocurrency and
blockchain enthusiasts generally. We will have multiple audits performed on
the GMeta.One contract. Both techrate and certik audits will be applied for.

A techrate audit is a fundamental smart contract
audit process focused on the technological and
engineering soundness of developed smart
contracts. The techrate team stands out for their
highly technical evaluation process.

A certik audit is considered one of the
industry-leading audit companies. The certik audit
process is a trusted source for networks like
Polygon, Binance and Pancake. The high security
standards, thorough, formal and reliable
veriﬁcation tools makes it a go-to for any serious
DEX or utility-token.
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Conclusion
The GMeta.One Project is a ﬁrst-of-its-kind undertaking. The combination of the GMeta.One educational
curricula in order to on-board interested metaverse builders and engagers, matched with the bridging of
GMeta.One users with users and expanded opportunities through the future bridges planned, make for a
unique oﬀering in the metaverse space.
In closing, the main points to touch on concerning the GMeta.One ecosystem and project for individuals to
focus on are:

Real Estate Tokenization
We’ve built a value proposition around the
metaverse tokenization in order to help
GMeta.One platform users to establish and
capture value in the metaverse landscape.

Metaverse Education
This is a GMeta.One focus established to teach
and encourage responsible metaverse public
adoption and help further develop the metaverse
business model, with emphasis on real estate,
virtual events, and virtual ad space.

Conclusion
Valuable NFTs

100% Live Presale

The Gmeta.One ecosystem will use NFTs for
staking, and in-play functions. Diﬀerent levels of
NFTs will be available at GMeta.One, having with
them, diﬀerent levels of value, function and
rewards.

Giving away hundreds of valuable NFTs and
structuring the oﬀering around a global presale
with 5 very rewarding rounds, is just another part
of what we’ve done to ensure we stand out here at
GMeta.One.

Developing a Valuable Virtual World

Future Partnerships

From the initial liquidity lock to the land that will be
bought for sale and distribution to future GMeta.One
interactive 3D users, we will build a valuable
ecosystem in a variety of innovative ways,
harnessing the developing metaverse science in
doing so.

GMeta.One partners will be named and presented
as we move forward, having also a very keen
awareness of the need for accurate, strategic
branding which includes alliances.

Continued Growth and Development
We want to ensure the GMeta.One ecosystem beneﬁciaries
understand the value represented in the future continued growth
of the GMeta.One utility-ecosystem, and organically share what
they have and will experience with our unique hybrid metaverse,
assisting in:

● Business and ﬁnancial development.
● Metaverse education.
● Tokenization of real estate and assets onto the
●
●
●

blockchain and mataverse environments.
Social networking.
Live event attendance.
Cryptocurrency transacting within the metaverse world.

Conclusion
The value proposition we’ve built and designed
at GMeta.One allows for evolution and growth.
With the economy related to metaverse
development and business expected to grow
exponentially over the next several years we are
ensuring now that the GMeta.One platform
users and token holders hold a piece of the
ever-increasing value being ascribed to the 3
dimensional web 3 iteration. GMeta.One will be a
metaverse-speciﬁc and aligned brand
recognized well into the future.
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Disclaimer
GMeta.One is a Decentralized cryptocurrency project, providing an entertainment experience within the
blockchain ecosystem.
This is not ﬁnancial advice. Interested investors should research project details and any published
information before deciding to engage in the GMeta.One metaverse powered by $GMO Token.
Any interested investors unable to make a sound investment decision, are encouraged to contact and seek
the assistance of a registered ﬁnancial advisor in your jurisdictional area.
The contents written in this whitepaper are subject to change. Information is subject to developments and
therefore should be checked with the most current available published project information.
The GMeta.One team is not responsible for any misuse of this proprietary information. If any terminology or
information is unclear, GMeta.One suggests individuals seek out capable professionals to accurately
translate the meaning of the information herein.

